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ABSTRACT  
   

The increased risk of falling and the worse ability to perform other daily physical 

activities in the elderly cause concern about monitoring and correcting basic everyday 

movement. In this thesis, a Kinect-based system was designed to assess one of the most 

important factors in balance control of human body when doing Sit-to-Stand (STS) 

movement: the postural symmetry in mediolateral direction. A symmetry score, 

calculated by the data obtained from a Kinect RGB-D camera, was proposed to reflect the 

mediolateral postural symmetry degree and was used to drive a real-time audio feedback 

designed in MAX/MSP to help users adjust themselves to perform their movement in a 

more symmetrical way during STS. The symmetry score was verified by calculating the 

Spearman correlation coefficient with the data obtained from Inertial Measurement Unit 

(IMU) sensor and got an average value at 0.732. Five healthy adults, four males and one 

female, with normal balance abilities and with no musculoskeletal disorders, were 

selected to participate in the experiment and the results showed that the low-cost Kinect-

based system has the potential to train users to perform a more symmetrical movement in 

mediolateral direction during STS movement. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation and Research Problem 

Symmetry is a ubiquitous and prominent feature not only in human body itself but also in 

movements. Poor and asymmetrical posture in every day movements may result in health 

conditions like chronic back pain [1][2], and balance problems which contributes to fall 

risks. Thus, a lot of physical education professionals and physiotherapists place balance 

exercise as a part of the daily training routine. Also the ability of efficiently maintaining 

balance depends on physical fitness factors such as muscle strength and anaerobic 

capacity.  

Among elderly people, due to the deterioration of the regulatory mechanisms of the 

neuromuscular system associated with aging [3], falling down while doing everyday tasks 

becomes the leading cause for injuries, disabilities and can even result in death. 

Furthermore, even when no injury has occurred, the fear of falling can also lead to the 

loss of confidence and independence [4]. Research shows that every year one in three 

over 65 years of age suffer a fall and secondary injuries, such as fractures, joint 

dislocations, concussion and severe lacerations which may result from a fall, and can 

worsen or diminish the ability to perform physical activities [5][6]. Approximately 30 

percent of aged 65 to 80 years and about 40 percent of those over 80 years of age 

experience falling accidents [7]. In USA, the annual medical costs associated with falling 

accidents for those aged over 65 years is totally more than 20 billion dollars and, taking 

into consideration the forecasts of changes in demographics and income levels, these 

medical costs are expected to increase considerably in the near future [8]. Excluding 
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environmental factors, the ability of balance control when doing basic movements and 

activities, such as sit-to-stand, walking and stepping up or down in daily life, is one of the 

most important factors that falls are associated with.  

The sit-to-stand (STS) movement, described as the change in body posture from a sitting 

to standing position, is one of the functional activities that people most commonly 

perform in everyday life and the capability to move from a sitting position to a standing 

position is essential as it is related to functioning and mobility of independent living, and 

is a prerequisite for walking [9].  The execution of the STS movement varies within and 

between persons as a lot of factors influence the way how people perform an STS 

movement, such as the seat height, feet positions, age, muscle strength and so on [10-16]. 

Different movement strategies are used to achieve STS task, depending on balance 

control ability of individuals [17].  

According to the previous research on balance control training tests, conventional 

methods, such as using marker-based motion analysis system like Vicon Nexus motion 

analysis system [18] and the WATSMART motion analysis system [19] to track human 

movements, together with two force plates under user’s feet to test the varying 

distribution of body weight or the sway path of the center of pressure(COP) in response 

to combined stimuli delivered through a moving platform and a visual display [20], 

showed good results that these systems can successfully discriminate between subjects 

with or without balance disorders [21], evaluate the rate of fall risk of stroke patients [22] 

and also achieve improvements in STS performance through symmetrical body-weight 

distribution training [23]. Alternatively, wearable sensor systems consisting of 

accelerometers and/or gyroscopes have gained popularity in recent years as a means of 
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collecting physical activity and gait data in real-world environment, thus can help 

researchers study the characteristics of changes in the center of body mass (COM: the 

point equivalent of the total body mass in the global reference system) and the center of 

body pressure (COP: the point location of the vertical ground reaction force vector and 

represents a weighted average of all the pressure over the surface of the area in contact 

with the ground) [24] during STS. However, although these previous methods can 

provide promising results due to their high degree of accuracy, the reasons why we are 

not using these methods in our study are two-fold:  

1. The inconvenience to set up an in-home motion capture system and they are usually 

unaffordable and unavailable outside a laboratory environment.  

2. Some older adults are reluctant to use wearable sensors because they consider them to 

be invasive or inconvenient. 

Therefore, the problem now is that a user-affordable system, which should be unobtrusive 

and not inconvenient, needs to be designed for users. Questions are what kind of sensors 

should we use to detect and track STS movement and is it reliable enough to reflect the 

balance control ability of users and train them in a proper way? 

 

1.2 Challenges 

Now there are two main challenges yet to be addressed for designing such an in-home 

system. First, users are required to run the system themselves without any assistance. The 

system should be easy to set up, taking into account that those who have balance 

disorders or those who suffer from such diseases like stroke, it is unrealistic to introduce 

a marker-based motion analysis system and expensive wearable sensors. As well, 
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inaccurate placement of markers can have negative effect on the activity analysis 

modules. Second, the sensor we use should have low tracking errors or delays. The 

advantages of traditional methods are obvious as they are able to track human movements 

accurately in real-time, and many calculations of kinematic features in balance ability 

tests require a high accuracy and low tracking errors.   

Taking all these factors into consideration to meet as many as the requirements of an 

ideal system, a vision-based sensing system in the home offer a unique set of 

characteristics to meet these criteria. The release of Kinect camera in November 2010 

opens up interesting perspectives not only for games but also for functional analysis of 

user movement assessment [25]. This cost-effective and portable device combines a 

regular color camera with a depth camera which consists of an infrared laser projector 

and an infrared camera. Through the ready-to-use skeleton tracking algorithm in the 

Kinect Software Development Kit (SDK), the device is able to detect 20 skeleton points 

and get the 3D coordinates in real-time [26]. Figure 1.1 shows the 20 skeleton joints that 

a Kinect camera can detect and track. Besides the application in gaming, studies show 

that the Kinect system has been used in many other fields, such as movement detection 

[27], face detection [28], clinic assessment [25], rehabilitation training [23].etc.  

Furthermore, due to previous studies which have already evaluated the accuracy and 

precision of the Kinect camera sensor for measuring various movements (timed up to go 

test, timed 10-meter walking test and joint range of motion measurement) [29], it leads us 

to focus on whether and how it could be applied as an effective solution for our in-home 

system. 
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Figure 1.1 The 20 Skeleton Points Detected and Tracked by a Kinect Camera. 

 

1.3 Contributions 

There are two main contributions in this thesis: 

1. Because of the benefit of the off-the-shelf skeleton tracking algorithm in SDK, we 

developed a symmetry score which can reflect the asymmetrical or unbalanced degree of 

human body in mediolateral direction during STS movement based on the raw 3D Kinect 

skeleton data and compared the result with our reference value (the angular velocity 

varying of upper body center recorded by a wearable IMU sensor) to prove the feasibility 

of the symmetry score when users are doing STS movement.  
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2. We carried out an experimental user study to test with our system to show the potential 

of our Kinect-based system to train users to perform more symmetrical postures during 

STS movement and also discussed how this system can be applied to test and measure 

other movements such as walking and standing still in various conditions. 

 

1.4 Organization 

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we introduce the design of our 

system and the related method to calculate our symmetry score. In Chapter 3, an 

experimental user study is described. In Chapter 4, we present the experiment results and 

made some discussions. In Chapter 5, we propose future work and conclude the thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

In this chapter, the design of the multimedia Kinect-based system to assess human upper 

body postural symmetry in mediolateral direction, which consists of context, associated 

data collection, data computation and feedback, is introduced. First, for context, there are 

a lot of people suffer from various health problems and the increasing fall risks when 

they are getting old due to their bad postures and balance disorders when doing basic 

movements and activities in everyday life. Our system aims to help to assess their 

postural symmetry when doing STS movements. Also we are trying to encourage our 

users to self-assess their movements and make them to be able to stand up in a more 

symmetrical way in the mediolateral direction by providing them with a real-time audio 

feedback. Second, a Kinect camera is used to track users’ skeleton points and collect real-

time (30 frames per second) 3D skeleton coordinates. Third, we implemented gradient 

descent method to calculate a symmetry score which is used to evaluate the postural 

symmetry degree of movements for each frame in real-time from the data acquired by 

Kinect and finally give users a feedback to adjust their STS movement.   

Figure 2.1 depicts the diagram and procedure of our low-cost and easy-setup system 

which consists of a PC, a single Kinect camera and an audio feedback designed in 

MAX/MSP in a Macbook. Figure 2.2 showes the real system we set up in a laboratory 

setting. 
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Figure 2.1 An Illustration of Various Components of the Proposed Interactive System. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 The System Consists of a Kinect, a Laptop and a PC. 
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2.1 Kinect Sensing Technology 

Kinect was initially developed for the XBOX games console and it has been leading a 

revolutionary change in the gaming industry by creating an engaging and interactive 

environment. During the past few years, due to the low-cost and easy-setup, Kinect has 

been attracting researchers to uncover the potential of using its features into a wide 

variety of applications, mainly being applied to movement-related fields. Also, to meet 

the requirement of different application areas, a reliable motion sensing ability of Kinect 

is indispensable and it has already been shown that the depth sensor itself is accurate for 

assessing 3D position in a workplace environment [30], and that joint centers derived 

from Kinect camera can be used to classify human gestures [31]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                Figure 2.3 Main Kinect Camera Components. 
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2.1.1 Device Specification 

It can be seen from Figure 2.3 that a Kinect sensor contains a USB hub with three 

different devices: A camera device with an IR projector, a depth camera and a RGB 

camera; an audio device equipped with a multi-array microphone; a motor/LED device. It 

covers 3D space about 4 meters in depth and an angular field of view of 30 degrees to 

right and left. Furthermore, inferring body position is a two-stage process: first a depth 

map is computed (using structured light), then body position is inferred (using machine 

learning). Depth maps are constructed by analyzing a speckle pattern of infrared laser 

light, without using the RGB camera for depth computation [32]. Then body parts are 

inferred from depth maps using random decision forest classifiers, which are trained from 

one million training samples [33].  Table 2.1 shows the specification for the Kinect 

device. 

In our system, by using an off-the-shelf skeleton detection and tracking algorithm in 

Kinect SDK, the camera tracks up to 20 3D joints points in human body running at 30Hz 

and exports accurate and robust motion data during the repetitive STS movement and 

other functional tasks, without wearing any markers. As human upper body consists of 

several segments: head, torso, arms and hands. The movement of these segments are 

captured by tracking the joint positions in upper body, such as shoulders, hips and wrists. 

The data stream is finally regarded as the input to calculate symmetry score and trigger 

the audio feedback.  
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Table 2.1 Kinect for Windows Specification 
      Kinect                                                      Specifications 
      Sensor                                                       Color and Depth Cameras 
                                                                      IR projector 
                                                                      Voice microphone array 

                                                                Tilt motor for sensor adjustment 
      Field of View 
      Angle Ranges                                         (Horizontal) 57 degrees 
                                                                      (Vertical) 43 degrees 

                                                                (Physical tilt range) +/- 27 degrees 
      Distance Ranges                                     (Default Mode) 0.8 to 4 m 
                                                                      (Near Mode) 0.4 to 3m 
      Resolution                                               320*240 or 640*480 Depth 
                                                                      320*240 or 640*480 or 1280*960 Color 
      Frame Rate                                              30 fps Depth 
                                                                      30 fps @ 320_240 , 640_480 Color 
                                                                      15fps @ 1280_960 
      Skeleton Tracking System                      Tracks up to 6 players ( 2 active players ) 
                                                                      (Default Mode) 20 joints per active player 

                                                                (Seat Mode) 10 joints per active player 
 
 

2.1.2 Related Work 

Human body part detection and tracking has a wide range of applications. In the past, 

camera-based motion capture system that required cumbersome markers or suits were 

used. Kinect, as an inexpensive motion capture device, has impacted many computer 

vision applications, such as face detection and gesture recognition [34][35]. Moreover, in 

rehabilitation and other healthcare applications, Kinect was found to be reliable in many 

human movement tests and then was used in many studies instead of expensive, large and 

complex motion capture systems in order to make the system more user-friendly and 

unobtrusive. 
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Besides, in order to estimate the participant’s body postures based on image sequences, 

skeleton calibration is indispensable in traditional motional capture systems which is a 

pre- stage of skeleton tracking. Kinect SDK includes the calibration process 

automatically, which means it does not require participants to do a ‘T’ pose for skeleton 

calibration.  

 

2.2 Gradient Descent  

Gradient descent, also called steepest descent, is a first-order optimization algorithm 

which uses the first derivative of the function with respect to its variables and is one of 

the most popular algorithms to perform optimization. Gradient descent method is a way 

to find a local minimum of a function. The way it works is we start with an initial guess 

of the solution and then take the gradient of the function at that point. Then move the 

solution in the negative direction of the gradient and iterate till consequence.  

 

2.2.1 Background 

Gradient descent is usually applied to solve unconstrained minimization problems: 

min
!∈!!

𝑓(𝑥) 

where 𝑓 𝑥   is the function to be minimized and 𝑥 is a vector quantity. 

Gradient descent method updates the value of variable 𝑥 through iteration to find out the 

local minimum value of 𝑓 𝑥 .  The iteration process starts with a guess 𝑥! for the local 

minimum of 𝑓 𝑥 , and considers the sequence 𝑥!,  𝑥!,  𝑥!, … such that 

𝑥!!! =   𝑥! + 𝛼 ∙ −∇𝑓 , 𝑘 ≥ 0. 
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in which  𝑥! is the value after the 𝑘𝑡ℎ iteration, 𝛼 is the step size of each iteration and ∇𝑓 

is the gradient of 𝑓(𝑥). Thus we have 𝑓 𝑥! ≥ 𝑓 𝑥! ≥ 𝑓 𝑥! ≥ ⋯. 

This process is illustrated in Figure 2.4. Here 𝑓(𝑥) is assumed to be defined on the plane, 

and that its graph has a bowl shape. The blue curves are the contour lines, that is, the 

regions on which the value of 𝑓(𝑥) is constant. A red arrow originating at a point shows 

the direction of the negative gradient at that point. Note that the negative gradient at a 

point is orthogonal to the contour line going through that point. We see that 

gradient descent leads us to the bottom of the bowl, that is, to the point where the value of 

the function 𝑓(𝑥) is minimal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 The Process of Gradient Descent. 
 

2.3 A Postural Symmetry Score of Human Body 

In our system, in order to give users more flexibility, a human body symmetry plane (a 

sagittal plane) is calculated as the prerequisite to get the symmetry score. With the raw 
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3D skeleton point coordinates, we assume a plane that is perpendicular to the ground, 

which is parallel to Y axis of Kinect camera coordinate system (the Y axis is the vertical 

axis when Kinect is put horizontally). Then we use gradient descent method to find an 

optimal sagittal symmetry plane that makes the Euclidean distance between the joints and 

the flipped versions across the plane to be minimum. Thus the distance is our symmetry 

score which can sensitively reveal the symmetry of movement. From the 10 continuous 

frames in Figure 2.5(b) we can see that the symmetry score can reflect very subtle 

changes in the same posture. Also according to the 5 frames in Figure 2.5(a), by judging 

the direction of movement through the positions of joint points in upper body, we set the 

symmetry score to be positive when the body movement is toward left side while tilting 

right will get a negative score.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.5(a) The Sign of the Symmetry Score. 
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Figure 2.5(b) The Sensitivity of the Symmetry Score. 
 

Furthermore, the complete upper body sagittal plane computation method is presented as 

followed. 

1. Acquired six 3D joint positions in human upper body from Kinect camera: left 

and right shoulders, left and right hips, left and right hands.  

2. Define a initial vertical plane which is parallel to Y axis in Kinect coordinate 

system as:  

𝑎𝑥 + 𝑐𝑧 + 𝑑 = 0 
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3. Use another two joint coordinates (Ankle and Knee) to initialize the symmetry 

plane parameter 𝑎!, 𝑐!,𝑑!, where we set 𝑎! to be a scalar equals to 1. 

4. Flip the three left side joints to the right side according to the initial symmetry 

plane and calculate the Euclidean distance which is defined as 𝐷 = 𝑓(𝑎, 𝑐,𝑑) 

between the flipped joints and their related right side joints. 

5. Calculate the gradient of the distance function, which is ∇𝑓(𝑎, 𝑐,𝑑), the first-

order partial derivatives of the function 𝑓(𝑎, 𝑐,𝑑)  with respect to variable 𝑎, 𝑐 

and 𝑑 which can be represented as: 

                        ∇𝑓 𝑎, 𝑐,𝑑 =
(𝑓 𝑎 + ∆, 𝑐,𝑑 − 𝑓 𝑎, 𝑐,𝑑 )/∆
(𝑓 𝑎, 𝑐 + ∆,𝑑 − 𝑓(𝑎, 𝑐,𝑑))/∆
(𝑓 𝑎, 𝑐,𝑑 + ∆ − 𝑓 𝑎, 𝑐,𝑑 )/∆

 

6. Then we use gradient descent method to start iteration process and keep updating 

the output plane parameters. The initial value is (𝑎!, 𝑐!,𝑑!)! and the iteration 

process is presented repeatedly as 

𝑎!!!, 𝑐!!!,𝑑!!! ! = 𝑎!, 𝑐!,𝑑! ! − 𝛼 ∙ ∇𝑓(𝑎, 𝑐,𝑑) 

7. In order to decrease the iteration, we use varying step-sizes, ranging from 0.00001 

to 3 (each value is 3 times bigger than the previous one). In each iteration, we 

choose a step size which can get the minimum 𝑓(𝑎, 𝑐,𝑑) in the current iteration 

step.    

8. We set a tolerance value  𝜀 = 0.01, which implies 1 cm difference between 

𝑓 𝑎!!!, 𝑐!!!,𝑑!!!  and 𝑓(𝑎!, 𝑐!,𝑑!. When |𝑓 𝑥!!! − 𝑓 𝑥! | <   𝜀, the iteration 

stops and thus the final minimum 𝑓 𝑎!!!, 𝑐!!!,𝑑!!!  is regarded as our 

symmetry score. 
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2.4 Open Sound Control 

As all of the programming part is running in C++ in Visual Studio platform, we need to 

send real-time data to MAX/MSP with which we build our audio feedback. Open Sound 

Control (OSC), which is a protocol for communication among computers, sound 

synthesizers and other multimedia devices, is a good option in our system to transmit data 

streams. OSC are interoperable, accurate, flexible and make enhancement in organization 

and documentation by bringing the benefits of modern networking technology to the 

world of electronic musical instruments. 

This simple yet powerful protocol provides everything needed for real-time control of 

sound and other media processing while remaining flexible and easy to implement. 

The unit of transmission of OSC is an OSC Packet, which is simply a set of C++ classes 

for easily constructing, sending, receiving and parsing OSC packets. PC acts as an OSC 

client in our system to send OSC packets and the MacBook that used to perform audio 

feedback is an OSC server. 

 

2.5 Real-Time Audio Feedback 

MaxMSP (Cycling ’74 Inc) is a visual programming language that helps build audio, 

MIDI, video, and graphics applications where user interaction is needed. In order to 

generate real-time feedback in our study, the symmetry score of each frame was used to 

drive the feedback. In STS movement sessions, the feedback consists of two types of 

sound which is rhythmic intermittent from different instruments. If the user performs his 

movement tests totally symmetrical (under the threshold we set), he will hear both of the 

sounds all the time, but during which the user loses his balance and tilts some degree to 
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left or right side (the symmetry score exceeds the threshold), he will hear only one of the 

sounds (The negative score triggers one sound and the positive one triggers the other). 

Besides, the greater the angle of tilt of the body, the higher the pitch of the sound will be. 

Also the sensitivity of the judgment of movement symmetry can be adjusted by 

experiment designers and there are many different types of sounds and music in the 

library for users to choose as their feedback.  However, in Walking session, as the good 

and balanced walking postures is judged by the comparison of the trajectory of left-side 

body movement and the right-side body movement, including both hand swing and the 

tilt angle in left and right direction of each step, the intermittent music feedbacks are not 

able to reflect clearly whether the walking posture is in a balanced performance or not. 

Thus we changed the audio feedback to two steady and sustained signals and the more 

balanced the walking movement is, the length of each sound related to each step will be 

more similar. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTL USER STUDY 

After the system was fully developed, a preliminary user study was implemented to 

evaluate the system.  

 

3.1 Subjects 

A total of 5 young healthy participants (4 males and 1 female, 22±1 years, 170±2.5cm, 

60±6kg), were recruited for our study. The participants were eligible if they had no 

diagnoses of lower limb injury or lower limb surgery within the last 6 months and did not 

suffer from a neurological disease or recent concussion, also they did not have a balance 

disorder and no musculoskeletal disorders. In addition, the experimental procedures used 

in this study and the selection of the participants were approved by Arizona State 

University Institutional Review Board. 

 

3.2 Procedure 

We carried out our user study in a laboratory setting. The subjects performed each STS 

test on a fixed chair (seat height 44cm) which is about 2.5 m away from the Kinect 

camera. The audio feedback was placed 1 m right behind the chair.  

The STS postural symmetry study consists of two sessions with four sub-sessions in each. 

In the first session, participants did STS movement with both of their feet touching the 

ground and the four sub-sessions were performed as Normal, Control, Feedback and 

Control in sequence. Each sub-session required subjects to do STS eight times on the 

fixed chair, with both of their hands on thighs. In the second session, we put a soft foam 
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board under one foot of the subject and a hard wood board which has the same height as 

the foam under the other foot. The sub-sessions are the same as the first one. The purpose 

of the second session was to induce asymmetrical conditions when they are performing 

STS to see more clearly whether the system is reliable. During each session, unlike the 

many limitations set in other STS task, all the participants in our study were told to do the 

STS movements in their normal and comfortable way because this system was used to 

evaluate the postural symmetry of movements in different conditions. Figure 3.2 (a) 

showed the participant perform STS movement with his feet on the ground and Figure 

3.2 (b) showed the second big session that a foam and a same-height wood board were 

put under each foot. 

Besides, there were a five-minute break between two sessions and a three-minute rest 

during each sub-session in order to decrease the degree of fatigue of participants’ body 

conditions.  

The following is a description of each sub-session. 

1. Normal:  This was the first sub-session and participant was asked to do STS in the 

way they preferred, just like the usual way they stand up from a chair. This sub-

session was used to be compared with the last three ones to see if the audio feedback 

have the positive influence to perform a more symmetrical STS movement.  

2. Control: In the second sub-session, the only difference was that the participant were 

told to perform the STS movement in their most symmetrical way, that is, they need 

to pay attention to their STS movement and adjust by themselves. This sub-session 

was used to be compared with the third sub-session to see if the feedback is necessary 

for them to perform a more symmetrical STS movement.  
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3. Feedback: Participant will be given an audio feedback, as discussed in section 3.4, 

placed 1 meter behind their chair. They need to perform the STS movement in a 

symmetrical way to hear the rhythmic intermittent music from both instruments. If 

they cannot hear both sounds, they have to try their best to lower the level of pitch to 

get a more symmetrical performance. 

4. Control: The last one is carried out as the same way with the second sub-session, 

participants were told to stand up without any feedback but were required to keep 

balance themselves. The purpose of this sub-session was to see if the fatigue of their 

body will badly influence the results and also see if the audio feedback can have a 

lasting effect on the users to perform a more symmetrical STS movement. 

To verify that the score can be used in multiple functional tasks and conditions, we add 

one walking session consisting of four sub-sessions: normal, control, feedback and 

control. The four sub-sessions are carried out as the same sequence with the four in STS. 

As there is a limitation of the distance from the user to the Kinect camera, approximately 

0.8 to 4 meters, the subjects were asked to walk 5 steps in front of the camera. Also 

subjects are given audio feedback in the third sub-session. 
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Figure 3.1 Participant Wear the Opal Sensor in the Center of Chest for Evaluation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           (a)                                                                     (b) 

Figure 3.2 Participant Preparing to Perform STS with and without Foam Board. 
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3.3 Data Collection 

In our study, data was obtained from Microsoft Kinect using the official SDK 

(https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=44561), the skeleton 

tracking algorithm was programmed with C++ and running in Visual Studio 2010 

platform. All the 3D skeleton joint position data (x = horizontal, y = vertical, z = depth), 

which were collected approximated 0.33s each time, were used to calculate our symmetry 

score in real-time. Other than Kinect camera, in order to verify the reliability of our 

symmetry score, the calibrated angular velocity data in roll axis which was used as our 

reference value, were concurrently recorded by a small, wireless and inertial-based sensor 

(Opal sensor, APDM Inc, Portland, OR) wore at the center of chest of human body, just 

like that shows in Figure 3.1. The angular velocity data were processed in Motion Studio 

platform (APDM Inc). Moreover, in each 8-trial-STS-performance sub-session, the first 

three trials were regarded as the familiarization trials and the last five were used to 

evaluate the feasibility of our symmetry score. In walking session, all the five steps 

movements was used to evaluate the validity of our symmetry score. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Opal Sensor Parameters. 
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3.3.1 Device Specification and Applications 

Opal sensor, an inertial measurement unit (IMU) device, contains a tri-axial 

accelerometer, a tri-axial gyroscope and a tri-axial magnetometer. Accelerometers 

measure the translational acceleration and acceleration due to gravity. This is useful to 

measure changes in velocity and changes in positions. A gyroscope measures either 

changes in orientation or variation in rotational angular velocity and a magnetometer in 

IMU measures magnetic fields. Figure 3.3 lists the parameters of an Opal sensor. 

With the three sensors in an IMU device, the opal sensor is able to measure both lower 

and upper limb activities and movements, such as the swing of human body or arms, the 

gait speed, the stride features and so on. Figure 3.4 is an opal sensor which can fit on 

different joint points on user’s arms.  

 
Figure 3.4.  The APDM Wearable Opal Sensor.  
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3.3.2 Motion Studio Software 

Motion studio is the software that provides advanced configuration, recording, real-time 

visualization, calibration and data management features. From Figure 3.5, we can see the 

main interface and Motion studio consists of a working space to show the recorded data 

files and a console to draw the real time data samples sensed by the three sensors. In this 

study, we used Motion Studio to import the raw acceleration data recorded by the opal 

sensor. 

 
 

Figure 3.5 The Interface of Motion Studio. 
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3.4 Data Analysis 

For STS postural symmetry tests, we first calculate the spearman correlation coefficient 

(bad: 0-0.39, moderate: 0.4-0.75, good: 0.76-1) between our symmetry score and the 

reference value which is the rotational angular velocity around the roll axis concurrently 

recorded by the opal sensor of each STS movement in every sub-sessions. Then we 

calculated the arithmetic mean value and the standard deviation of the absolute symmetry 

score in each sub-session (the last 5-times-STS in a total of 8-times-STS movement) and 

compared the value among the four sub-sessions intra-personally to see if the feedback 

can have a positive influence to improve the postural symmetry of participants in doing 

STS movement. Furthermore, for walking session, we collected the symmetry score of all 

the five trials and also compared them intra-personally to see whether the score is valid 

and the feedback can make participants more balanced when walking. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The five participants completed all the sessions without incident. From Table 4.1 we can 

see that the spearman correlation coefficients between our symmetry score from the 

Kinect for Windows camera and the angular velocity data acquired from gyroscope in 

Opal sensor range from 0.476- 0.976 (from moderate to good) with an average of 0.732. 

Figure 4.1 (a)-(e) shows the intra-personal comparison of two sessions consists of four 

sub-sessions.   

Subject 1 and subject 3 performed the similar results with each other. From Figure 4.1 we 

can see that their normal sub-sessions are the most asymmetrical performance and the 

feedback sub-sessions performed the best among the four sub-sessions. With the foam 

under one foot and the wood board under the other, they performed all the four sub-

sessions more asymmetrical but the feedback sub-session was still the most symmetrical 

one. Furthermore, from Table 4.1 we can see that the standard deviation of the average 

symmetry score of the third feedback sub-session the smallest in most of the sub-sessions, 

which means the two participants did the 5-trial STS movement more stable with the 

audio feedback than either their normal performance (Normal sub-session) or their self-

adjustment performance (the second control sub-session).    

Subject 2 performed the first session the same as others that his feedback sub-session is 

the most symmetrical performance and the normal sub-session is the most asymmetrical 

one. In the second session, with the foam and the hard wood board under his feet, his 

performance is getting more and more symmetrical from the normal sub-session to the 

last control sub-session. There are two possibilities that may cause this result. First, the 
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audio feedback has a longer influence on the subject so that he can still learn to do his 

movement more symmetrical even without a feedback. Second, the subject has a slow 

self-adaptability that after he was told to perform his most symmetrical movement in the 

second control sub-session, he needs more practice than the other four subjects to make 

himself more balanced to do STS movement. In this possibility, the audio feedback may 

or may not have enhancement to his final performance. Besides, we can see form Table 

4.1 that in either the first or the second session, subject 2 also performed his feedback 

sub-session the most stable among the four sub-sessions. 

Form the results subject 4 we can see that in his first session, although the subject did not 

perform his most symmetrical movement with an audio feedback, we can see the standard 

deviation of the feedback sub-session is the smallest, which means the subject performed 

his most stable movement with and audio feedback. And in the second session, his 

normal sub-session is the most symmetrical but unstable and he did not performed a more 

symmetrical movement by given an audio feedback. 

Subject 5 also got the similar results in his first session with the other subjects, but from 

the result of the second session we can see this subject did his most asymmetrical 

performance in the second sub-session and his feedback sub-session is the most 

symmetrical and stable one. 

In the five scatter plots in Figure 4.2 (a)-(e), we combined all the data of the eight sub-

sessions in one subject together and calculated the Spearman correlation coefficient and 

most of them showed a moderate correlation coefficient value. 

Besides, from Figure 4.2 (a-e), we can see the results of Walking session, the feedback 

session did not have any obvious improvement of the walking movement but from the 
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score we can see clearly the participants body swing in the left and right direction. 

However, though haven’t designed any other functional tasks for the five subjects, we 

can see from Figure 2.3(b) that the symmetry score can sensitively reveal the subtle 

changes in standing posture, which makes us think about the potential of the system in 

evaluating the postural symmetry during standing still and help users to perform a 

symmetrical posture with the audio feedback. 
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Table 4.1 STS User Study Results 

 

subjects 

 

session 

Spearman 

Correlation 

Coefficient/P-value 

Average 

symmetry  

score 

Standard 

deviation 

Subject1 Ground Normal 0.786/0.028 0.1363 0.0395 

Control 0.833/0.015 0.1251 0.0265 

Feedback 0.500/0.216 0.0568 0.0135 

Control 0.476/0.243 0.0775 0.0216 

Foam Normal 0.976/0.0003 0.1681 0.0657 

Control 0.571/0.151 0.1518 0.0481 

Feedback 0.905/0.005 0.0990 0.0227 

Control 0.619/0.115 0.0991 0.0237 

Subject2 Ground Normal 0.619/0.115 0.2051 0.0526 

Control 0.500/0.216 0.1227 0.0513 

Feedback 0.929/0.002 0.0848 0.0215 

Control 0.786/0.028 0.1175 0.0448 

Foam Normal 0.810/0.022 0.2382 0.0637 

Control 0.786/0.028 0.2170 0.1547 

Feedback 0.976/0.0003 0.1692 0.0432 

Control 0.643/0.096 0.1400 0.0497 

Subject3 Ground Normal 0.952/0.001 0.1175 0.0294 

Control 0.595/0.132 0.0744 0.0196 
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Feedback 0.929/0.002 0.06 0.0087 

Control 0.905/0.005 0.0907 0.0183 

Subject3 Foam Normal 0.714/0.058 0.1542 0.0698 

Control 0.691/0.069 0.0912 0.0092 

Feedback 0.619/0.115 0.0804 0.0199 

Control 0.905/0.005 0.0915 0.0294 

Subject4 Ground Normal 0.548/0.171 0.1140 0.0419 

Control 0.714/0.058 0.0976 0.0298 

Feedback 0.786/0.028 0.0981 0.0088 

Control 0.571/0.151 0.0892 0.0204 

Foam Normal 0.667/0.083 0.1501 0.0859 

Control 0.810/0.022 0.1745 0.0341 

Feedback 0.691/0.069 0.1698 0.0419 

Control 0.881/0.007 0.1516 0.0697 

Subject5 Ground Normal 0.905/0.005 0.0651 0.0184 

Control 0.619/0.115 0.0648 0.0206 

Feedback 0.786/0.028 0.05 0.0086 

Control 0.524/0.197 0.0571 0.0178 

Foam Normal 0.691/0.069 0.1327 0.0602 

Control 0.571/0.151 0.1572 0.0458 

Feedback 0.571/0.151 0.1081 0.0309 

Control 0.905/0.005 0.1449 0.0507 
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Figure 4.1 The Comparison of the Sub-Sessions Intra-Personally During STS. 
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                  (a) r: 0.673    p: 1.14e-09                                (b) r: 0.462    p: 1.43e-04 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  (c) r: 0.695    p: 1.85e-10                                (d) r: 0.620    p: 4.54e-08 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      (e) r: 0.551    p: 2.35e-06 

Figure 4.2 (a) - (e): The Scatter Plot of All the Sub-Sessions of Subject 1-5. 
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Figure 4.3 (a) - (e) The Comparison of the Sub-Sessions Intra-Personally of Walking 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this thesis, we proposed an easy-setup and low-cost system, using a single Microsoft 

Kinect depth sensor, to calculate a symmetry score to assess and train the upper body 

postural symmetry in STS movement. We found that our score was effective in 

sensitively reflecting the asymmetrical movement in mediolateral direction. The audio 

feedback performed well in adjusting the degree of postural symmetry during STS 

movement. Furthermore, from the five participants’ feedbacks, they liked the way that 

they can choose the music type themselves to be their own feedback. Therefore, the 

promising results of the experiment showed the potential of our Kinect-based system in 

assessing and training human upper body postural symmetry during STS movement. 

However, as the feedback did not make any obvious improvements in walking session, 

the research points to several interesting directions that our system can be further 

developed.  First, we can resample and align the trajectory of a user’s hand swing to 

reflect the balance of walking, tracking the start and end points of one swing and 

resample the all the point cloud to get the arm swing trajectory distance, thus create a 

score to trigger a periodic feedback.  

Second, we can test the walking movement on a treadmill in order to ignore the limitation 

of distance from the user to the camera.   
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